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Even the most extraordinary women are not always remembered by history. Many historians
view the past as a series of great events conducted by great men; they study the minutiae of politics
and war and the major actors of these and declare that this was the past. In truth, this was not the
past experienced by most people. While the making and shaping of policy certainly affected lives, it
was not the bulk of the experience. Believing it was leads historians to forget about women, or at
least to marginalize them, thinking themselves politically correct when they add women to the crock
pot of history and stir.
Women’s supposed lack of political participation is only one reason American Women’s
history is difficult to study. Many women throughout history were actually very politically active,
although women thrusting themselves into the public sphere are still often characterized by history
as gruff, unfeminine and somehow distasteful. Suffragists became suffragettes. Husbands are still
credited for the work of their wives. Obituaries of accomplished women list mostly the
achievements of their fathers and spouses. Worse still, many women have been forgotten altogether.
Such is the case for many of the female graduates of the Institute for Colored Youth. Many
of these women were exceptionally accomplished in their academic life and later held prominent
community positions but they have been largely forgotten. This paper tells their stories set against
the backdrop of the debates over African Americans potential and ideas about women. The period
of study encompasses the years between 1852, when the school first admitted female students, and
1903 when it finally returned to its origins as a farm school. This school nurtured a remarkable
number of extraordinary women during that time; it produced writers, women’s rights activists and
educational reformers by the dozens. In her autobiography, long time Principal Fanny Jackson
Coppin cites numerous women she taught and considered accomplished. It is not mere coincidence
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that so many women from this institution vaulted themselves into the public sphere, attempting to
improve both their lives and the world in general. Its female students and teachers were at the
forefront of Philadelphia’s political sphere and yet are scarcely mentioned in the city’s historical
annals. Even the Institute itself did not proclaim the abilities of its women as accolades are mostly
found as side notes to some other great person or event. Yet these women deserve both recognition
and remembrance. These women deserve to be more than a footnote; at the time, they were
headlines.
This paper serves two purposes: one, it highlights the achievements of the women of the
Institute for Colored Youth, a group mostly neglected or at the very least marginalized by historians.
They were not initially part of the Institute’s plans for their school, but ended up benefitting
tremendously from their education. There is little written about them that refers to their time at the
Institute; in many cases, the only reference found to their education, community activity or very
existence is in Fanny Jackson Coppin’s memoirs. Their varied legacies frequently point back to the
influences of the Institute for Colored Youth and Coppin. This original piece of work fills a gap as
there has been scant scholarship devoted to these women, and no works recognize them as a group.
As a general student body, the Institute’s girls were lauded in the pages of black newspapers but, no
matter how accomplished they were, little mention was made of them as individuals even during
their lifetimes. Who were they? Was Coppin being dramatic when she lauded her female graduates,
or did they actually go on to greatness?
The second purpose is to delve deeper into the lives of African American women in the
urban north, specifically Philadelphia, during the latter part of the nineteenth century. The female
students at the Institute for Colored Youth came from mixed backgrounds, some from affluent and
prestigious families and some fairly destitute. Different girls at the Institute were likely dealing with
varying sets of expectations. A lot has been written on the expectations of male graduates- should or
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would they be laborers, skilled workers or professionals, for example. The national debates on the
ability of blacks focus mainly on expectations for and aspirations of men. Surely most black girls
aspired to marriage and family but what about life in the public sphere? Was there something about
their time at the Institute for Colored Youth that ingrained a sense of activism or was the north full
of women with that spirit? The answer, the end, is a bit of both but leans heavily toward the school’s
influence. A combination of remarkable women teachers, committed parents and the vision of
Fanny Jackson Coppin made the female graduates of the Institute for Colored Youth among the
most active and enlightened of community members.
Finding information about these women is a challenge. The Christian Recorder, Chicago Defender,
Philadelphia Tribune, and other newspapers of the time provided some information but were more
likely to detail women’s eating and dressing habits than their politics and so were not always useful.
Some of the best information to be found was in the obituaries, although these often omitted
personal achievements in favor of family information. More data on their lives was found in
publications by their various causes. The best source was Linda Perkin’s dissertation on Fanny
Jackson Coppin and the Institute for Colored Youth found in the Blockson Collection at Temple
University. The collection also holds copies of Coppin’s autobiography, which served as a
springboard for this whole process. Coppin’s energy and firm belief in the potential of her female
students inevitably inspires curiosity about their lives. At the end of her book, she lists her notable
pupils and praises their accomplishments. The truth behind her accolades does not disappoint but is
not something found in history textbooks.
Other primary sources provided information on both the Institute for Colored Youth and
the lives of African American women. Quaker journals like the Friend’s Review and books of the time
often listed information on the Institute and contained its annual reports. W.E.B. Dubois’ seminal
work, The Philadelphia Negro proved helpful in explaining the world of Philadelphia’s black population
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during the period of study. Though not often quoted or referenced directly in the paper, this book
provided a framework for understanding the lives of both women and men, domestic workers in
particular. While the bulk of the information came from primary sources, some secondary sources
provided some of the information on working women in the late nineteenth century. For example,
census and other historical statistics concretely display the black/white, male/female disparities in
the workforce.
These disparities in the workforce directly relate to the disparities in education. Even the
Institute for Colored Youth was not originally intended as a springboard for exceptional women;
despite the fact that its later graduates were mostly girls, it was not started for them at all. Richard
Humpreys bequeathed the sum of $10,000 to create a school for youth of African descent. He
carefully selected thirteen of his fellow Quakers to undertake this operation to “’Instruct the
descendents [sic] of the African Race in school learning, in the various branches of the Mechanic
Arts, Trades and Agriculture, in order to prepare and fit and qualify them to act as teachers.’"1 When
the school opened in 1837, this broad spectrum of education was focused with a much more limited
scope: it would be a farm school with an emphasis on manual labor that would bring in revenue. It
ended up being more like a juvenile detention center for boys, with frequent runaways and discipline
problems and little actual education. In 1848, the focus shifted from farming to mechanical work;
boys would be apprenticed to black mechanics during the day and attend some academic classes at
night. Essentially, this made it the first high school for African Americans in Philadelphia.2
Although it was far from perfect, it filled a need in the community. As Fanny Jackson Coppin would

“Richard Humphreys, Quaker Philanthropist,” Cheney University, http://www.cheyney.edu/about-cheyneyuniversity/documents/RichardHumphreys_QuakerPhilanthropist.pdf (accessed October 15th, 2010)
1

2 Linda Marie Perkins, “Fanny Jackson Coppin and the Institute for Colored Youth : a Model of Nineteenth Century
Black Female Educational and Community Leadership, 1837-1902,” (PhD Diss., University of Illinois- Urbana, 1978),
61- 63. Hereafter: Perkins
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later note, “In Philadelphia, the only place at the time where a colored boy could learn a trade, was
in the House of Refuge, or the Penitentiary.”3
In 1852, the school moved to a new, larger location in the wealthy African American
neighborhood of Sixth and Lombard streets.4 The Institute emphasized hiring African American
teachers and its standards were quite high. In 1852, it placed advertisements in various black
newspapers nationwide seeking “a competent Teacher… in the higher branches of an English
education and the Classics. Satisfactory references as to moral character, literary acquirements, and
ability for the government of such a school, will be required. A colored man would be preferred,
qualifications being equal.”5 This need would prove difficult to meet. The next several years show
advertisements like the above became increasingly desperate yet the Institute was not willing to
lower its standards. An advertisement seeking a replacement for the male principal in 1855 declares

“A number of applications have already been received from white Teachers, by the
mangers [sic] are not disposed to accept any of these unless a competent Colored
Teacher cannot be found. We hope one will be found, as there are those among ‘our
people,’ amply qualified, who are, peradventure, ‘wasting their sweetness to the desert
air.’”6

Advertisements like this focused on hiring African American teachers, but the school’s
patrons were apparently most impressed by teachers of mixed descent. An odd addition to the
school’s desire for black teachers appears in the Friend’s Review in 1863. The review lauds the
teachers of the school who “bear in their complexion sufficient evidence that their ancestry must be

Fanny Jackson Coppin, Reminiscences of School Life, and Hints on Teaching, (Philadelphia: A.M.E. Book Concern, 1913) 23.
Hereafter: Coppin
4 Perkins 63
5“Teacher Wanted,” The National Era (Washington, D.C.), May 27, 1852, (in Accessible Archives,
www.accessible.com.libproxy.temple.edu accessed October 15 2010)
6 “Institutie [sic] for Colored Youth In Philadelphia,” Frederick Douglass’ Paper, (Rochester, NY), September 21 , 1855,
(in Accessible Archives, www.accessible.com.libproxy.temple.edu accessed October 15 2010)
3
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traced to both sides of the Mediterranean.”7 There was prejudice even among the benevolent
Quakers. Later in this same issue, the board introduced the first year for girls at the Institute for
Colored Youth. The plan was carried out less than enthusiastically; it was declared that “no
disadvantage would result from allowing one side of the large school room with a separate entrance,
to be used for the purpose.”8 Grace Mapps was hired as the female principal and could be
considered the first extraordinary woman of the Institute for Colored Youth.
It is difficult to find information on Grace Mapps; various publications refer to her as Grace
Mapps, Maps, Mapp, Mops and Mappa. She is also frequently confused with Sarah Mapps Douglass.
There is no doubt, however, that she was a woman of ability. As the daughter of a Quaker trader
and farmer father and a teacher mother, Mapps was a perfect fit for motley students at the Institute
for Colored Youth. She was accomplished even before she began her teaching career; in 1852 she
became the first African American woman to graduate from a four year college. She immediately
began her work at the I.C.Y. and remained there for twelve years, only leaving to care for her ailing
mother. In addition to education, she contributed much to literature. Although Fanny Jackson
Coppin and other biographers note that she was prolifically published, few of her poems remain.9
At the same time that Grace Mapps entered the Institute, Sarah Mapps Douglass was
refining her own brand of feminine education. Sarah Mapps Douglass was a relative of Grace
Mapps; the family had been very prominent and very active in Philadelphia for some time. Sarah
Mapps Douglass’s mother in particular had helped found the Female Anti- Slavery Society. The
society even funded the school Douglass began for black children in the 1820s. Douglass remained
7Samuel Rhoads and Enoch Lewis, eds., Friends' Review: a Religious, Literary and Miscellaneous Journal, Volume 6,
(Philadelphia: Samuel Rhoads, 1853), 616
http://books.google.com/books?id=UysrAAAAYAAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v=
onepage&q&f=false (accessed October 16, 2010) hereafter: Rhoads
8 Ibid 617
9 Gale Group, “Grace A. Mapps,” Notable Black American Women,
http://ic.galegroup.com.libproxy.temple.edu/ic/bic1/ReferenceDetailsPage/ReferenceDetailsWindow?displayGroupNa
me=K12-Reference&action=e&windowstate=normal&catId=&documentId=GALE|K1623000675&mode=view&
(accessed November 2 2010)
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incredibly active in the society and continued friendships with prominent abolitionists like the
Grimkés, the Fortens, the Purvises, the Welds and Lucretia Mott. She also worked to end
discriminatory practices among the Quakers. These discriminatory practices were indicative of their
larger feeling of white superiority, as the I.C.Y. board of managers would exemplify in the following
years. In 1853, Douglass merged her school with the Institute for Colored Youth and reigned over
the entire girl’s primary department and continued her work there until her retirement in 1877.10
Sarah Mapps Douglass had ambitious and holistic views on how both girls and boys should
be educated. In 1861, she and her fellow teachers invited parents to the school. Her message at the
podium likely surprised, and perhaps insulted, the parents. Douglass urged parents that their
children’s education depended on parental cooperation and chastised those who did not actively
participate. She discussed “the slight excuses upon which the pupils are often kept from school, and
the want of punctuality - which so frequently makes them tardy, with the consequent evils to the
school and disadvantage to the scholars.”11 Perhaps in part due to her desire to educate her student’s
parents, Sarah Mapps Douglass became a frequent lecturer. She spoke at the I.C.Y. but also in other
various venues around the country. She even attended medical classes to increase her knowledge and
subject breadth to pass on to her parents and students.12
1853 saw not only the introduction of girls to the Institute for Colored Youth but also
marked the opening of a reading room. The collection was remarkably extensive and even boasted
live-in librarians James Bustill “and wife.”13 The room was open one day a week for women

10Gale Group, "Sarah Mapps Douglass," Notable Black American Women,
http://ic.galegroup.com.libproxy.temple.edu/ic/bic1/ReferenceDetailsPage/ReferenceDetailsWindow?displayGroupNa
me=K12Reference&prodId=BIC1&action=e&windowstate=normal&catId=&documentId=GALE|K1623000112&mode=view
(accessed November 2 2010)
11 “Interesting Meeting at the Institute for Colored Youth,” The Christian Recorder (Philadelphia, PA), April 6, 1861, (in
Accessible Archives www.accessible.com.libproxy.temple.edu accessed October 15 2010)
12 “Worthy of Encouragement,” The Liberator (Boston, MA), Dec 2, 1859, (in Accessible Archives
www.accessible.com.libproxy.temple.edu accessed October 15 2010)
13 Rhoads 618
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compared to three for men but the importance and frequency of use by women was stressed.
Perhaps alluding to Sarah Mapps Douglass’s admonitions, the Friends Review stated: “In the
addresses lately delivered at our meeting and examination, the speakers alluded impressively to the
absolute necessity of the mothers being well educated, in order to insure the improvement of their
children.”14 Again, the emphasis was on educating women for their roles as republican mothers
more than for their own political, intellectual or social gain.

The Library of the Institute for Colored Youth15

While the equal education of girls and boys as well as the hiring of female teachers would
drastically change the history of the school, it was not entirely altruistic. An 1869 Friend’s Review
article on the Institute commented on the frugality of these goals. Making education co-ed was
definitely cheaper than providing separate instruction for the sexes. In addition, the school hired “a
large proportion of female teachers… to reduce the expenses within the narrowest possible limits
consistent with a judicious and enlightened prosecution of the important work.”16 This is in contrast
to their earlier ads for colored men preferred. It was in this climate of tolerance, if not welcome, for
female scholars that Fanny Jackson Coppin was hired in 1865. She would prove the most influential
person to ever set foot in the Institute and would forever change its path.

ibid
Coppin 181
16 Marmaduke C Cope, Alfred Cope, and John E. Carter, "Institute for Colored Youth," Friends' Review; a Religious,
Literary and Miscellaneous Journal November 6, 1869, 164, http://www.proquest.com.libproxy.temple.edu/(accessed
October 24, 2010).
14
15
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Fanny Jackson Coppin17

Fanny Jackson Coppin’s book Reminiscences of School Life, and Hints on Teaching begins with the
following touching dedication: “This book is inscribed to my beloved aunt, Sarah Orr Clark, who,
working at six dollars a month, saved one hundred and twenty-five dollars and bought my
freedom.”18 Coppin’s purchase from slavery was only the beginning of a life of overcoming
prejudice against her skin and her sex. She worked hard for an early preparatory education and
attended Oberlin College because it was the only institution offering degrees to black women. In
addition, the curriculum for blacks was exactly the same as the one for whites- classes were
completely integrated. Oberlin was not perfect. By 1861, only 245 of the 8800 total Oberlin students
ever had been black and even fewer were women. Coppin felt the pressure: “I never rose to recite in
my classes at Oberlin but I felt that I had the honor of the whole African race upon my shoulders. I
felt that, should I fail, it would be ascribed to the fact that I was colored.”19 She also remarked that
because she was not exactly encouraged in her studies she decided to dedicate her life to proving
feminine equality.20 The result of this dedication is seen in her incredible female students.
Fanny Jackson Coppin’s teaching career began even before she finished Oberlin. In 1863,
she was assigned to teach a mixed race class; she did so admirably. She remarked that while she was
given a class, it was with the understanding that if there were any complaints the school would not
17Coppin,

1
5
1919 Ibid 15
20 Perkins, 23-25
18Coppin,
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defend her.21 The courage it must have taken for this black woman to stand before a class of mostly
white students is difficult for the modern mind to comprehend. In the end, there was only one
complaint from a student and she even managed to win him over by the end of the year. She
became rather famous and something of a tourist attraction; people visiting the area would stop in to
see a black woman teaching white students. She was not, however, hired as a permanent teacher.
Oberlin would not hire its first black female teacher until 1948.22 She also began teaching night
classes to the freedmen migrants of Oberlin during her last year.23
On the heels of her successes at Oberlin, Fanny Jackson Coppin came to the Institute for
Colored Youth in 1865. By 1866, enrollment in the girl’s school doubled to eighty pupils.24 Coppin
had become very respected by her peers at the Institute. When Principal Ebenezer Basset was
appointed as the Minister to Haiti in 1869, she was elected as his replacement. Her appointment was
not without controversy. Octavius Catto, another respected teacher at the Institute and a highly
political, well- known man had also vied for the position of Principal. He was very vocal about his
displeasure of a female superior and threatened to quit several times during his remaining
tumultuous years at the Institute. The board, fearing his loss, ended up giving him a raise that gave
him the same salary as Fanny Jackson Coppin.25 With characteristic humility, she did not mention
this unpleasant episode in her autobiography. Catto and Coppin would butt heads many times, yet
when he was murdered for his political activism, she was the only woman to speak in protest.26
Although she was well respected after speeches like those about Catto, Coppin was not
always praised for her trailblazing. Despite promoting the first woman as the head of an institute for
higher learning, the Arch Street Quakers who held positions on the Institute for Colored Youth’s
Coppin, 18
Ibid 32
23 Ibid 12
24 Perkins,84
25 Perkins, 85
26 Perkins, 111
21
22
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board should not be praised for their feminist thinking. It is likely that they chose Coppin mostly
because they disapproved of Catto’s radical politics, not because they wanted to enhance the
position of women in society. This branch was actually very conservative. They were adamantly
against woman suffrage, segregated women in their meetings and had serious doubts over the
intellectual capabilities of women. They even stopped advanced math classes for girls at the Institute
for a time. Fanny Jackson Coppin was eventually able to convince them that female difficulties with
math were more the fault of the teacher than the student and the courses were reinstated.27
The female teachers at the Institute taught the same types of courses as their male
counterparts and they appear to be evenly divided. For example, in 1869 Octavius Catto taught
natural philosophy but Sarah Mapps Douglass and Fanny Jackson Coppin taught anatomy and
chemistry. 28
Coppin had big dreams for the education of black youth and did not seem to think these
were too far- reaching to achieve. Most revolved around her high standards. In 1873, staffing
challenges following Octavius Catto’s murder led to a less than optimal graduating class. Rather than
graduate students she did not feel had learned enough, she extended their school year six months.29
She was determined that the school not only be the finest around but also the most equipped to
meet the needs of the community. She managed to change the Institute’s focus to that of a normal
school and set about training her graduates to be teachers. The Quaker benefactors were skeptical of
even this change, though they believed that teaching was the absolute highest African Americans
could hope for as a career. To counteract their protests, in 1878 she made the normal school
practically free by using the normal school students as teachers to preparatory students. In this way,

Perkins, 90-91
“OV Catto: Board of Managers, Institute of Colored Youth Minutes, 1855-1866,” in Philadelphia Consortium of
Special Collections Libraries (http://archives.pacscl.org/catto/resources/Octavius_V._Catto_Transcription.pdf
accessed December 2 2010)
29 Ibid 113
27
28
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the normal students paid for themselves and the Institute’s preparatory department could continue.
The I.C.Y. board had been trying to close the preparatory school for years, but the segregated black
public school system was not up to Fanny Jackson Coppin’s standards. She noted the struggles and
disinterest of black public school students and placed the blame on the teachers. She always
emphasized creative teaching with little reliance on textbooks or strict pedagogy. Her teachers would
rely on their own knowledge and resourcefulness.30 Her autobiography contains detailed instructions
on how teach but always with an emphasis on engaging the learner and making lessons entertaining
and pertinent. She stressed that teachers must know their subjects thoroughly and have a variety of
lesson plans available.31 She felt that a normal, or teacher training, education should be a mandatory
part of every student’s program. This requirement was enacted in 1872.32 Unfortunately, she was far
too good at training teachers; she was plagued with staffing problems as her brightest normal
graduates were recruited for higher status and better paying positions elsewhere.33
Her drive to make the school fit the needs of the community also resulted in the
development of an industrial education department. Her autobiography is typically understated on
this point; she merely pointed out that she saw the need and began to collect money to make it a
reality. In truth, it was a hard fought battle. “I cannot mention the incidents which arose during this
struggle and endeavor to supply this greatly needed want,” she penned in her autobiography. “We
carried on an industrial crusade which never ended until we saw a building devoted to the purpose
of teaching trades.”34 Although the school’s Quaker benefactors encouraged her to switch the focus
from academics to industrial education in 1874, it was because they thought that blacks would never

Perkins, 118- 125
Coppin, 29- 115
32 Perkins, 101
33 Perkins, 118
34 Coppin 24
30
31
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amount to more than teachers and needed manual- not skilled industrial- training.35 Since Coppin
had worked hard against this idea all her life, she dismissed this request.
It was not until the 1876 Centennial Exposition that Coppin began to push for industrial
education- a push that would eventually lead to the end of her career at the Institute. While
attending the fair, she was amazed that blacks were not allowed to work there except in the most
menial positions. They were barred from all skilled trades in the city as well. Coppin believed that in
order to rise above their circumstances, blacks would need to band together and help each other.
She joined- as the only woman- a lecture circuit promoting industrial education for black boys and
girls. For some of these lectures, she was introduced by none other than Frederick Douglass, who
firmly believed in the cause.36
Many disapproved of this plan and others simply misunderstood it. Since 1869, many blacks
in Philadelphia had been doing better economically than in other major northern cities. The Great
Migration and increased political activity of blacks led to a rise in racial hostilities but many still saw
blacks as doing all right. What Coppin hoped to publicize was that they were doing well in
Philadelphia compared to other cities, but not compared to the white population anywhere. With so
many former students entering the workforce, she was in a position to know. By 1890, three
quarters of all black teachers in Philadelphia and the surrounding states were graduates of the
Institute for Colored Youth and were only a part of the over 8000 students Coppin had educated.
Yet even though the Philadelphia area’s blacks were better educated in part due to her efforts, they
filled only 1.1% of all skilled trade positions.37
The Institute for Colored Youth’s Quaker board agreed to the industrial education plan in
1884. Many prominent blacks were disappointed and felt this debased them; they saw industrial

Perkins, 115
Perkins, 171-9
37 Perkins, 170-171, 179, 195, 210
35
36
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education as the end of a classic literary education. Coppin just wanted her students to be able to
support themselves. Her idea of self- help and industrial education was remarkably different from
Booker T. Washington’s. Washington was gaining more notoriety and popularity with white
benefactors around the same time Fanny Jackson Coppin was promoting her educational
philosophy. While Washington espoused industrial education, it was not the skilled trades Coppin
encouraged but menial, manual labor. Coppin believed that a good industrial education would open
doors for her graduates, but that it should only be one component of a thorough and well- rounded
education. She also thought, for example, that all teachers should have some medical training. 38
“The study room and the workshop,” she wrote “ought to have their hours so arranged that both
can be advanced together.”39
Washington appeared to be winning the debate and the limited funding. In the 1890s, he was
a frequent lecturer on education (mostly to all- white audiences) but never invited Coppin, whose
qualifications to discuss education far outweighed his, to join him on the stage. Finally, Fanny
Jackson Coppin decided she should investigate Hampton and Tuskegee for herself. What she saw
there horrified her. It seemed to her that they were preparing blacks for the lowest of the low trades
and telling them this was the best they could expect.40 Worse, the I.C.Y. board was asking her to
make her school more like Washington’s.
Still, she persevered. She reluctantly hired white teachers for the Institute’s industrial
department because no qualified black teachers could be found. Previously, the school had insisted
on hiring mostly black teachers. Most impressively, she began a campaign to pay for the department.
Just as she had created a self- sustaining normal school at the Institute, she set about acquiring
funding for her trade school in a manner that no white board member could criticize. She thought it

Perkins, 137, 171, 225
Coppin, 61
40 Perkins, 251- 256
38
39
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was important that the black community pay for the school but knew most of them could not afford
it. Consequently, she requested funds from everyone she came across but limited all donations to
one dollar. The fund was built by the nickels and dimes of the black community and the school
became one they could call their own.41 To further increase revenue, she began an exposition of her
girl’s industrial work that became a highly profitable industrial exchange. Much of this work was
geared towards domestic service. As a former household servant, Coppin had particular sympathy
for domestic workers and recognized that it could be more art than menial service. “A woman,” she
wrote, “should not only know how to cook in an ordinary way, but she should have some idea of
the chemical properties of the food she cooks. The health of those whom she serves depends much
upon the nutritive qualities of the food which she prepares”42 She hired top chefs as her culinary
instructors.
Fanny Jackson Coppin was acutely aware of how lucky she was to have received an excellent
education. Her autobiography lists many passages like the above that indicate how important and
valuable she believed education was for girls.”It may very well be said of women,” she wrote, “that
while they are and were created second, they were not only created with body, but they were created
also with a head, and they are responsible therefore to decide in certain matters and to use their own
judgment.”43 She was unfortunate enough to be living in a time when girl’s education, especially
education for African American girls, was not a high priority for the country. In her article
"Preparing for the Duties and Practical Business of Life" Nina Lerman notes that even trades
traditionally considered skilled were renamed when women did them; for example, tailoring became
sewing and thus less prestigious though the same work.44 It was exactly this kind of gender bias that
Coppin, 25
Coppin, 27
43 Coppin 119
44 Nina E Lerman, "Preparing for the Duties and Practical Business of Life: Technological Knowledge and Social
Structure in mid-19th-century Philadelphia," Technology and Culture 38, no. 1 January 1, 1997 (in Proquest
http://www.proquest.com.libproxy.temple.edu/ accessed November 6, 2010). Hereafter: Lerman
41
42
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Coppin hoped to avoid. Since I.C.Y. classes were mostly co-ed, Coppin could argue that both sexes
received the same education. She did separate some of the industrial classes but made it a point to
design many for both sexes.45
The very fact that she was actively preparing girls for actual careers was unusual since most
girls were not trained to do more than be wives and mothers. As Lerman notes, “even institutions
training women for work outside the home used the rhetoric of domesticity in descriptions of their
programs… [they assumed] women might work for a while as teachers or mill hands, but
‘preparation for life’ meant preparation for housewifery.”46 Fanny Jackson Coppin knew, however,
that her female graduates were likely to work outside the home long after marriage and hoped that
this work would be more than pin money but a career. The following graph proves her right:
nonwhite married women would continue to work in much greater numbers than married white
women throughout the twentieth century.47

Coppin, 24
Lerman
47 “Table Ba425-469 - Female Labor Force Participation Rate, by Race, Marital Status, and Presence of Children: 1880–
1990,” Historical Statistics of the United States Millennial Edition Online,
http://hsus.cambridge.org.libproxy.temple.edu/HSUSWeb/table/seriesfirst.do?id=Ba425-469 (accessed November 30,
2010)
45
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Fanny Jackson Coppin did not limit herself to educational reform. Her belief in the doctrine
of self-help also led her to save the Christian Recorder. The Recorder’s profits had declined considerably
and the publication was in danger of shutting down entirely. Coppin began a co-op to raise funds
and got the paper back on its feet. It was again the combined money of the community rather than
large sums from benefactors that made this possible, and Coppin hoped other cities were taking
notice.
The people of the South, it is true, cannot produce hundreds of dollars, but they
have millions of pennies; and millions of pennies make tens of thousands of
dollars. By clubbing together and lumping their pennies, a fund might be raised in
the cities of the South that the poorer classes might fall back upon while their
crops are growing, or else by the opening of co-operative stores become their own
creditors and so effectually rid themselves of their merciless extortioners.49

This particular brand of self- help emphasized that blacks could achieve anything if they
stuck together, not the accommodating philosophy of Washington that maintained they could make
the best of a bad situation. The board of the Institute for Colored Youth, however, ignored the fact
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that Coppin had achieved exactly what she claimed was possible. In 1897, they suggested that the
Institute focus more on manual skills. They were heavily swayed by the increasingly popular Booker
T. Washington but also dismayed at the number of highly political activists the Institute was
graduating. The community was nervous about this plan. “Industrial education,” wrote the Christian
Recorder in 1898, “we certainly do need, but when it is to be gained by the sacrifice of the higher
branches of education which the dancing intelligence of the age demands, that we shall have, and we
believed sacrifice to be too great entirely. Let us hope that Mrs. Coppin's school be allowed to
continue educating your youth in the good old way.”50
Coppin fought against the switch to manual education for years. She finally retired (though
most think she was asked to leave) in 1902. She soon followed her preacher husband to Africa,
where she embarked on the next phase of her life and attempted to save that continent and its
women in particular.51 Washington disciple Hugh Browne was chosen as her replacement and the
school was moved to a farm in Cheney, Pennsylvania. Oddly, the new facility was incredibly like the
very first school created in 1837. The Recorder marked Fanny Jackson Coppin’s departure with great
sadness: “The industrial idea is henceforth to rule. We cannot… believe that the colored patrons of
the school are particularly pleased with it either, but all must submit to the inevitable. We love the
old school for what it has done and will ever remember gratefully the splendid record it leaves
behind it.52
Fanny Jackson Coppin’s autobiography does not hint at any of this unpleasantness. Instead,
she simply transitioned from describing her years at the Institute to describing her years in Africa.
Of course, this trip to Africa was not the first time she went overseas to improve the plight of
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women. In 1888, she went to England to attend the Centenary of Missions. Here she rallied against a
paternalistic church that “told the women repeatedly that they must not assume any ecclesiastical
functions. This got me riled, and in reply I tried to make it plain that the Lord God alone gives the
limit to the functions of woman's religious work.”53
Coppin did not think that women needed anyone to make their decisions: “it may very well
be said of women, that while they are and were created second, they were not only created with
body, but they were created also with a head, and they are responsible therefore to decide in certain
matters and to use their own judgment.”54 This is ironic considering how the board of the I.C.Y.
handled her salary. Believing that she was not capable of managing her own funds, they withheld the
majority of her pay and required her to come to them with requests for the money she earned.55
Despite all that she accomplished, they still could not give her the respect she deserved. Her
students certainly showed her respect and gratitude, as did her staff. Both would go on to do
remarkable things in the spirit she fostered. She took care to hire the best of the best and so built a
community of powerful women her female students could admire and emulate.
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Mary Jane Patterson 156

Mary Patterson was the first teacher Fanny Jackson Coppin brought into the Institute for
Colored Youth and the first of these best of the best teachers. Patterson and Coppin were
classmates at Oberlin. Patterson had actually graduated three years before Coppin (and was the first
black woman to graduate from Oberlin) but came on as her assistant. There is some indication that
relations between the two women were sometimes strained; for example, Patterson quit when
Coppin was made principal, likely because she had always lived in the more accomplished woman’s
shadow.57 Patterson moved to Washington D.C. to head the M Street Colored High School as the
first black woman to achieve this position. The school was already well regarded, but Patterson
reformed the school in many ways, including changing it to a normal school. She was replaced by
Richard T. Greener in 1872. Greener was likely chosen for his reputation as the first black man to
graduate from Harvard University, but Patterson was reinstated when he accepted another position.
He had also been on the faculty of the Institute for Colored Youth under Fanny Jackson Coppin.
Patterson finally left her career because she refused to change the curriculum to an industrial one.58
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Mary Patterson was the exception to the general trend that I.C.Y. teachers were former
students. Another notable exception was Cordelia Jennings, who was also the first black public
school teacher in Philadelphia. She had originally started a small school out of her home, but by
1864 her students numbered 150 and she qualified for status as a public school. She fought for its
funding and was gratified to have it merge with the Philadelphia public school system. Jennings
remained on as principal, making her the first black school principal in America. She eventually left
Philadelphia to found the first black high school in Kentucky.59
With exceptional women such as these leading them, it is no wonder that the female
students of the Institute for Colored Youth went on to lead such extraordinary lives. Not all of them
went on to make their mark; many of them, despite Fanny Jackson Coppin’s predictions, are lost to
history. It is difficult to say whether these women were not trailblazers or simply became casualties
of a patriarchal system. Some of them are found again only in relation to their husbands. Fanny
Jackson Coppin noted that Harriet Johnson, who became Harriet Johnson Loudin, was a principal
in Allegheny.60 The very fact that she is mentioned among the over 8000 students under Coppin
indicates the high regard her principal had for her. Still, the only extant reference to her today is one
sentence in a book chapter about her husband, Fiske Jubilee singer Frederick Loudin. It merely
states that he “married a mild, tenacious woman named Harriet Johnson.”61 Whatever she may have
accomplished in life has been reduced to two adjectives.
Other women fared better. Dr. Rebecca Cole was only the second black woman to earn a
medical degree in America and was an I.C.Y. graduate. Dr. Cole worked mainly with women,
partially because this was a more accessible path for female doctors. She worked at Elizabeth
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Blackwell’s New York Infirmary for Women and children and taught poor women how to keep
their families healthy. She went on to open and run several hospitals for poor men, women, and
children.62
Julia Jones was a teacher at many schools including the I.C.Y. but also made a bold move
into civics. Fanny Jackson Coppin noted that Jones was a director for the Civic Club of Philadelphia,
president of the Women’s Union Missionary Society and president of the Women's Union Day
Nursery.63 She was also on the committee that formed the National Association of Colored Women,
along with such luminaries as Mary Church Terrell.64

65

Julia Songow Williams did a great deal in her life but had the misfortune of meeting a rather
ignominious end due to, if her obituary is accurate, indigestion. Like many of her schoolmates, she
was a teacher and principal all over the country. Her obituary states that she was “on the board of
members for the Frederick Douglass hospital, Vice-President Women’s Union Day Nursery,
member of the Allied Social Agencies Aid. [sic] National Association for the Advancement of
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Colored People, John Brown Association, and President of the Women’s Mutual Aid Society.” In
her spare time, she was also a founding member of Philadelphia’s YWCA.66

67

Dr. Alice Woodby McKane served as Fanny Jackson Coppin’s secretary before graduating
from the Institute for Colored Youth. She went on to graduate from the Women's Medical College
of Pennsylvania and from there went on to become “the only black female physician in Georgia in
1892.”68 In 1893 she started the McKane Training School for Nurses with her husband assisting.
The program was very thorough, rigorous and encouraged its graduates to pursue mission work in
Cornelius McKane’s ancestral home of Liberia. In 1895 the McKanes went there themselves and set
up a hospital in Monrovia. Alice McKane was so respected that “the U.S. government even
appointed Alice McKane medical examiner for black Civil War veterans who had moved to Liberia
from America.”69
Their time in Africa also prompted the McKanes to reverse their stance on Liberia; they
began to encourage American blacks to stay in America and solve the problems there. Once back in
Savannah, the McKanes began planning a hospital for women and children. Echoing Fanny Jackson
Coppin’s belief that the black community could help each other in pennies and nickels, the
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McKanes asked black organizations (especially churches) to give small amounts. They eventually left
their own hospital rather than share control of it by accepting funds from the white- controlled
government. They maintained a private practice in Savannah specializing in women. The couple
moved to Boston in 1909 and Alice became more involved in politics. “She was an advocate for
women's suffrage, a Republican committee woman, NAACP member, and a published author. In
1913, she wrote a book on healing, The Fraternal Sick Book. Her book of poetry, Clover Leaves,
written the following year, is in the collection of the Library of Congress.”70
Dr. Alice McKane was also a follower of Marcus Garvey and the Universal Negro
Improvement Association. In 1921, she wrote a letter to the New York Age that criticized an
unflattering article on Garvey that displays her passion and wit. She proudly proclaimed her
membership in the UNIA, the NAACP, and the National Equal Rights League, and claimed that she
identified with parts of each and so had to belong to each. She made it clear that she had been a
victim “of mercenary exploitations by a dominant race”71 but she also referenced that these
organizations work due to the power of both races working together. Still, she believed that “the
white people should realize that no matter how good their intentions are they cannot think in black,
nor can black people in white.”72 Her letter shows a distrust of whites and her belief that people of
color need to aid each other to overcome racial boundaries. Her life shows that she was not afraid to
work very hard to overcome those boundaries for herself and others of her race.
Helen Brooks Irvin was also an African American activist in the field of labor. Irvin was a
teacher at Miner Normal School in Washington when she was asked to join the Labor Department.
The Department recognized the inequality of working conditions between black and white women,
and to do something about it they thought it would be a good idea to have an African American on
Ibid
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staff.73 Irvin presented her findings on “Conditions and Industry as They Affect Negro Women” at
the 1919 National Conference on Social Work. She described the phenomenon of women entering
industry when men went off to war and demanded that all women be given the same working
conditions as these men. She argued that the employment shortage could easily be solved if black
women were given the opportunity to compete in the workforce as equals. She went on to describe
the many industrial functions African American women provided in great and persuasive detail. She
even claimed that white women were trying to keep black women in domestic service and sabotaged
their efforts to enter the trades. She stressed cooperation: “Underneath the movement of Negro
women toward industry there is nothing antagonistic to the common interests of the laboring
classes; but on the contrary, there is the certainty that a hitherto unplumbed source of native labor
may be developed into a valuable economic asset to the nation.”74
Gertrude Bustill Mossell was another, more recognizable I.C.Y. graduate who encouraged
women to careers. She began a column in the New York Freeman where women could submit almost
anything that interested them. It was a place to shine a light on women’s accomplishments and
issues and it educated women on everything from laundry to medicine. In many ways it was
reminiscent of a column Fanny Jackson Coppin’s wrote on and for women in the Christian Recorder.75
Like Irvin, Mossell stressed workplace equality for all people, regardless of color or gender. Also like
Irvin and many of the other female I.C.Y. graduates, she combined teaching with another career- in
her case, journalism. In addition to her column in the Freeman, she went on to write and edit for the
Indianapolis World, and the Women’s Era. Many female I.C.Y. teachers and graduates also attempted to
educate women through the press; Mossell exemplified this trend and was incredibly successful and
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far- reaching. Her tone often conveyed her privileged lifestyle. Her family was one of the elites in
Philadelphia and so she had a tendency to write for upper class African American women. Still, she
was deeply committed to ending discrimination. Like Fanny Jackson Coppin, she opposed
Washington’s accomodationist philosophy and insisted on change over acceptance.76
Mossell did manage to change journalism. She was the first black of either sex to work for
the white Philadelphia Times, Philadelphia Inquirer, Philadelphia Press and Ladies Home Journal. She wanted
to change the way mainstream America saw not only African Americans but women as well. She was
an ardent, outspoken suffragist and women’s rights advocate. She encouraged women in the trades,
particularly journalism. In addition to her journalism, she wrote books about women and women’s
rights.77
Mossell firmly believed in the power of the press to change perception and history: “We
shall stand in the limits of this paper to glean here and there from what has already been
accomplished, and encourage with counsel still greater effort.”78 Her book The Work of the AfroAmerican Woman is an inspirational piece depicting the lives of working black women- a great many
were fellow graduates of the Institute for Colored Youth. In this book, she talks about accomplished
black women in the hopes of inspiring more to public life. Still, she chose to write this book under
her husband’s name. She devoted one section of this book to dealing with the chauvinism of the
age. She challenged women to not simply be mindless pleasing mothers and wives but to use their
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wit and intellect. In the end, she believed, their husbands would respect them more.79 This
encouragement of women indicates the pressure many were under to make their homes their worlds
as it is telling women to buck the trend. Mossell’s book points to her desire that all women be more,
and since she mentions so many of them, accidentally highlights the uniqueness of her classmates.
The very nature of Mossell’s career virtually guaranteed her a place in history. A wealth of
information from her pen is readily available in many periodical archives and so she is known to
even the most casual student of African American women’s history. Yet even she was not immune
to the chauvinism of the time: her obituary is titled “Widow of Dr. Mossell Succumbs at 92 Years.”80
Although this obituary lists some of her accomplishments, it spends much more time on her
husband and family.

Gertrude Bustill Mossell 181

Mary Elizabeth Murdah was similarly accomplished and focused, in her case in education.
Murdah was the first Kindergarten teacher in Philadelphia. Her class met at the Church of the
Crucifixion before it was integrated into the Philadelphia public school system, but her
accomplishments did not end with this feat. She was in on the ground floor of the Women’s
Auxiliary for Mercy hospital and the Philadelphia NAACP, and worked with Julia Jones in starting
the Day Nursery. She was a firm believer that a woman should have interests outside the home:
“The greatest mistake mothers make is to be a slave to their children” she proclaimed in a 1932
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interview.82 She remained politically active for most of her life. She served on the Cooperative
Committee of the United Campaign, which established something of a safety net for unemployed
blacks, as a septuagenarian.83
Estellena Johnson was another pioneer of education. Her obituary lists the facts that she was
a teacher in various areas, a member of the Women’s Auxilary to the D.C. Medical- Chirurgical
Society and National Medical Association, and founded the Faculty Wives of Howard University. It
neglects to include that she was also an accomplished poet.84 Her poetry, like fellow I.C.Y. graduate
Sarah Daffin’s, “centered on arguing for radical in the (white) public sphere’s conception of black
personhood, racial uplift through education and religion, and the centrality of textual production to
those processes.”85
Caroline Le Count was another very successful student who became a successful teacher.
She was engaged to her former teacher Octavius Catto when he was assassinated. She went on to
become the principal of the Philadelphia school bearing his name. She is credited as the first person
to desegregate Philadelphia’s trolleys. Soon after the 1867 law requiring integration was passed,
“LeCount was forbidden to board a trolley at 9th and Lombard streets. When she showed a copy of
the new law to a magistrate, he arrested the conductor and fined him $100.”86 She also helped found
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and was a vocal supporter of the Ladies' Union Association, which aided soldiers wounded in the
Civil War.87
Dr. Caroline Still Anderson served as president of the Berean Institute and was one of the
first African Americans to graduate from Philadelphia’s Women’s Medical College. She also helped
start Philadelphia’s YWCA and practiced “medical and missionary work” in Philadelphia.88 She
followed in Fanny Jackson Coppin’s footsteps and earned her undergraduate degree at Oberlin.89
Frances “Frank” Rollin was another woman of varied talents and legacy. She was a respected
teacher but is best remembered for writing a biography on Martin Delany, Life and Public Services of
Martin R. Delany. She was chosen by Delany after successfully suing a ferry boat captain for denying
her first class passage. Delany, as a high ranking Union officer, had helped her with the suit.90
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These women were incredibly varied in their gifts to the world, but it is notable that such a
large group of extraordinary women came out of one institution. Many were from wealthy families
but others relied on scholarships and the generosity of benefactors like Coppin, who often housed
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and fed her less privileged female students. Parents likely desired that their children be educated at
the best school they could find- and for a long time, that was the Institute for Colored Youth. With
the example of Fanny Jackson Coppin and the other female teachers, students learned that their sex
was not necessarily a sentence to a life of domesticity or menial labor. Statistics would have shown
them otherwise. Coppin’s adamant insistence that her students could achieve more is all the more
striking when compared with their likely jobs. The table below shows the occupational groups of
nonwhite females during the period of study and would have been reflected in the attitudes of the
time.

92

Philadelphia may have actually lagged behind much of the nation in women’s career
opportunity. In Dubois’ The Philadelphia Negro, Isabel Eaton’s special report on domestic service
points out that an astonishing ninety-one percent of working black women in Philadelphia were
employed as domestic servants at the time of the eleventh census.93 The lives of the women of the
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Institute for Colored Youth are particularly impressive given that statistic and the expectations that
would have gone with it.
Many more likely echoed their experience but have been lost to history. They are all too
often only found in the society pages as guests or hosts to parties and luncheons when they may
have achieved as much or more than the women discussed here. Modern pedagogical theory
believes that a student’s success depends largely on the expectations of his or her teachers. Whether
recognized or not, their legacies are felt and appreciated by women of every color.
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